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ABSTRACT 
This paper will demonstrate how to create a Microsoft Access user interface in which SAS processes the data in the 
background.  This paper will further discuss how to cause a SAS program to run when new data is entered into a 
Sybase/Oracle table, and how to notify the End User when the SAS program is finished processing and the results are 
available to view in Microsoft Access.  Most of what is covered in this paper applies to SAS for Windows, MS Access 2000, 
and either Sybase or Oracle databases. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In the mortgage industry, it is very important for everyone to have access to real-time data on a daily basis.  However, the data 
that is needed could be hidden in millions of records in multiple tables in an Oracle or Sybase database.  The only way to 
access the data is by programming.  However, there are many nonprogrammers in the company with requests for output.  
Each nonprogrammer has a list of field values that need processing.  It is impossible for programmers to be able to fulfill the 
needs of everyone in an adhoc environment.  This would require the programmer to run the same program multiple times each 
day with different input variables based upon the requested selections from the nonprogrammers.  
 
Since the requests from the nonprogrammers vary, it would be ideal to create a real-time application that they could use 
throughout the day.  While thinking about the best way to create the application, you realize that you do not have access to 
SAS/AF® and your company does not plan to purchase it.  As a programmer, you are determined to find a work around that 
would benefit the nonprogrammers and utilize your SAS programming skills.  You finally realize that all nonprogrammers have 
access to Microsoft Access, and it is a good tool to assist in collecting data. 
 
The topics below discuss how to create a Social Security Number (SSN) application.  The nonprogrammers enter the SSNs 
into a Microsoft Access user interface.  The SSN is then stored in a Sybase table, and a SAS program checks the table every 
45 seconds for new records.  Once a new record is encountered, the main SAS program runs to determine the number of 
loans (with detailed information) that a borrower has in the database.  When the SAS program determines the number of 
loans, the result will be communicated back to the original Microsoft Access user interface. 
 
CREATING A MICROSOFT ACCESS USER INTERFACE 
The user interface is designed with a Microsoft Access form.  The form should contain a sequence number field, one field for 
the SSN, a button to add multiple SSNs, and a button to submit the SSN.  Also, you may want to automatically capture the 
user ID of the person entering the SSN.  The blue status box displays a message when the number of loans has been 
determined. 
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OUTPUT THE MICROSOFT ACCESS TABLE TO A DATABASE 
When the user enters a SSN, the number is stored in a Microsoft Access table as soon as the submit button is clicked.  In 
order to store the data in a Sybase table, the Sybase table must be linked to MS Access using ODBC.  The data in the MS 
Access table should be appended to the Sybase table using an action query in MS Access.   
 
When creating applications that require the use of an action query, make sure to de-activate the message that appears when 
action queries run in MS Access.  The message states that records are about to be appended.  The message is de-activated 
by choosing the following on the tools menu within MS Access: 
 
Tools  Options  click Edit/Find tab  De-select Action queries   
 
In order to only append the new records to the Sybase table, two MS Access tables need to be utilized:  (1) one table for 
holding all previously entered SSNs (tblSocialHold), and (2) one table for holding the newly entered SSNs (tblSocial).  Both 
tables should have a sequence number (SEQ_NO) field.  These tables should be linked by SEQ_NO. If SEQ_NO is null in 
tblSocial, this implies that a new SSN exists.  Just make sure that the link between the tables includes all records in 
tblSocialHold and only those records in tblSocial where the joined fields are equal.   
 

 
The only record in the above query is the new SSN.  In combination with this query, use the append query shown below to 
actually append the new SSN to the Sybase table (tblSocial). 

 
Thus, only the new SSN will be appended to the Sybase table (tblSocial). 
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CHECK FOR NEW ENTRIES INTO THE SYBASE TABLE 
In order for SAS to check for new SSNs, a SAS table (tblSSNBackup) must exist that stores all previously entered SSNs and 
the sequence number (SEQ_NO).  The Sybase table (tblSocial) that captures the newly entered SSNs must be merged with 
tblSSNBackup.  The sequence number (SEQ_NO) is the merge field.  This ensures that only the main SAS program 
processes the new SSN.  The new SAS table created from the merge is called tblNewSSN and only contains the newly 
entered SSNs. 
 
A SAS program is created that continuously checks for SSNs every 45 seconds by using the following SAS statement: 
 
slept = sleep(45); 
 
This statement causes the SAS program to pause for 45 seconds. 
 
Since the program will continuously run every 45 seconds, it makes sense for the SAS program to only check for new SSNs 
during normal business hours.  Use the following statement to limit the range of time the SAS program runs daily: 
 
if time() > "20:00:00"t then  slept = wakeup("07:00:00"t); 
 
The code above causes the SAS program to run between the hours of 7am and 8pm. 
 
A SAS program that may continuously run for many days eventually encounters the “log is full” pop-up screen.  If this happens, 
the SAS program will stop running until user-intervention occurs.  This normally requires the SAS programmer to select a log 
clearing action from the pop-up screen.  As a result, SAS code to automatically clear the log at certain periods would eliminate 
this problem.  Use the following code to clear the log after 100 iterations: 
 
%let n = 0;         /* initialize counter */    
 
/* Loop start */ 
 
%let clear = %sysfunc(mod(&n,100));    /* clear log every 100th occurrence*/                            
%if &clear = 0 %then %do;                                                                               
   dm 'clear log';                                                                                      
%end;  
 
/* Loop end */ 
 
The only missing component now is to determine the number of records in tblNewSSN.  This is very important so that the main 
SAS program can start.  If there are no records in tblNewSSN, then the SAS program continues to run every 45 seconds 
waiting for the new SSNs to appear.  The following procedure assists in determining whether or not a SAS data set has at 
least one record: 
 
proc sql noprint; 
   select count(*) into :numrows 
   from tblNewSSN; 
quit; 
 
The number of records in tblNewSSN is stored in the macro variable numrows, which should be referenced with a statement 
as follows: 
 
%if &numrows>0 %then %do; 
 
Now that the main components of the SAS loop have been explained, the complete code is listed below: 
 
%include "d:\social_match.sas";       /* include the Main Program */ 
 
%macro startup; 
 
%let n = 0 ;                           /* initialize counter */    
 
%again: 
 
%let clear = %sysfunc(mod(&n,100));    /* clear log every 100th occurrence*/                            
%if &clear = 0 %then %do ;                                                                              
   dm 'clear log';                                                                                      
%end;  
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/* Enter code here to create a table tblNewSSN that only contains the newly entered SSNs.      */ 
 
proc sql noprint; 
   select count(*) into :numrows 
   from tblNewSSN; 
quit; 
 
%let n=%eval(&n + 1);    /* counter */    
 
%if &numrows>0 %then %do; 
   data _null_; 
   %SSN_MATCH;                     /* this macro is located in the main SAS program   */ 
   %goto again; 
   run; 
%end; 
%else %do; 
   data _null_; 
      slept = sleep(45);                         /* sleep for designated time period  */ 
      if time() > "20:00:00"t then slept = wakeup("07:00:00"t);     /* if after 8pm,  */                
   run;                                                             /* wait until 7am */ 
   %goto again; 
%end; 
 
%mend startup; 
 
%startup; 
 
MAIN SAS PROGRAM OUTPUTS RESULTS TO A SYBASE TABLE 
After the main SAS program has a result or a list of loans with the given SSN, the data is appended to a Sybase table 
(tblResults), which is linked to the MS Access user interface.    
 
DISPLAY RESULTS ON THE MICROSOFT ACCESS USER INTERFACE 
If the MS Access user interface is left open, a summary of the results will appear in the status box.  The status box will state 
whether or not results were found.  Remember, it is important to notify the user if no results are found so that they will not be 
waiting for results that do not exist.  For example, the SSN entered may not be in the Sybase database or an incorrect SSN 
may have been entered.    
 
The Requery action in MS Access is used to update the data in the status box.   This action requeries the source of the object 
itself at specified intervals. In this case, the source is the Sybase table with the results (tblResults), and the object is the SSN 
data entry screen.  The requery action is used to ensure that the active object displays the most current data. 
 
Once the users have confirmed that results do exist, they will navigate to another MS Access screen to view the detailed 
results. 
 
CONCLUSION 
As you can see, creating a basic application that uses SAS and MS Access is not very difficult.  The application described in 
this paper can be transferred to many other industries to assist in reducing any manual repetitive programming tasks.   
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